ARK: SURVIVAL EVOLVED FOR STEAM GETS
FOUR NEW CREATURES, NEW TEK CONTENT AND
MORE HAIRSTYLES TODAY
Seattle, WA - February 27, 2017 - In an effort to make their game the most
content-rich hunk of dino-tainment available, the development dervishes of Studio
Wildcard have released an all-new content update today (v255) for the Steam
version of ARK: Survival Evolved. This content infusion adds more of the TEK
Tier technology that was recently launched, including a complete set of TEK
building structures, an impenetrable “TEK Forcefield” which can be dynamically
expanded or contracted, and customizable “TEK Autodoors” to complete Survivor’s
futuristic new bases. This update also includes not one, not two, not three, but
four new creatures! To put icing on the update cake, a new hairstyle and new
beard-style have also been added. Ready for a hipster hunter makeover?!



View the new ARK patch v255 Spotlight
Trailer HERE: www.youtube.com/watch?v=riBpeB2n-2g



Download the new ARK patch v255 Spotlight
Trailer HERE: www.dropbox.com/s/umrmtyatebovruk/255_Trailer.mp4?dl=
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Download the new ARK patch v255
Screenshots HERE: drive.google.com/drive/folders/0BwkOSLzA_UiIRS1iY0p
ZMHEwWW8?usp=sharing

New Creatures Added Today:
Electrophorus Beluadomito - A species of Knifefish, Electrophorus uses an
electrical charge to zap its prey, bringing down smaller fish and eels. Tribes have
been known to capture and tame schools of Electrophorus in order to use them for
taking down larger aquatic animals.

Microraptor Gnarilongus - Resembling a bird with a reptilian face, Microraptor is
a vicious predator that is instantly aggressive to anything its size or smaller
(including humans). Able to jump, run and do short glides, Microraptor is
incredibly dangerous alone or in packs, and when trained, they can even take
riders right out of their saddles during combat.

Ammonitina Multiamicus - One of the more unique creatures of the sea, the
Ammonite resembles a nautilus, but much bigger. For unknown reasons, an attack
on an Ammonite brings forth the wrath of all neighboring sea creatures, who will
fervently defend it. This makes it a challenge to kill one, though the rewards are
often worth it - the shell itself is valuable (as it is rare) and the bile can be used to
concoct a unique new pheromone dart.

Thylacoleo Furtimorsus - Also known as the "marsupial lion", Thylacoleo is a
powerful predator native to the island's redwood forests. A strong bite - the
strongest of any land mammal - and bolt cutter-like teeth, make this creature a
formidable ambush predator, leaping from above to crush the necks of its prey.

Additional v255 Content:
- 30+ new Explorer Notes
- Improved Server performance
- Added option for per-Tribe Dino Tame limit, enabling on Official PvE servers with
a max of 500 Dinos Per Tribe (with on-screen indicator of Tribe Dino count)
ARK: Survival Evolved is in development for Xbox One via the ID@Xbox
program, Steam Early Access and PlayStation®4. The game is currently playable in
on all three platforms, which includes Oculus Rift VR support and an integration of
Steam community features such as Steam Economy and Steam Workshop for
custom maps and mods. Players can host private/LAN servers and have access to
a custom-built version of the Unreal Engine 4 Editor for creating mods. The world
of ARK is designed to be modder-friendly and ever-expanding!

For the latest updates follow us on Twitter, like us on Facebook, subscribe to us
on YouTube, visit the Website at playark.com and watch us tame and train
leviathan dinosaurs on Twitch.TV.
###

ABOUT STUDIO WILDCARD
Studio Wildcard was co-founded in 2014 by industry veteran Jeremy Stieglitz and
Jesse Rapczak, former Technical Art Director at Microsoft Game Studios, with the
mission of bringing AAA quality to ambitious indie productions that are designed for
core gamers. With combined 25 years of industry experience across multiple
independent and studio-backed titles, Jeremy and Jesse have teamed up with other
veteran developers for Seattle, WA-based and Gainesville, FL-based development
studios that also include distributed team members across multiple continents.
Wherever talented, driven developers may reside, Studio Wildcard intends to seek out
and work with them!
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